Data Science Education Program
External Pedagogy Team - Technical Product Management Intern
Fall 2019 Application

The External Pedagogy—infrastructure team is looking to onboard a Technical Product Management intern to help develop, maintain, and grow infrastructure and autograding solutions for widespread external use. As a pioneer in undergraduate data science education, UC Berkeley is looking to help grow a community of practice in data science pedagogy and infrastructure worldwide. We are hoping to popularize our open source infrastructure solutions, which can be used to facilitate data science courses around the country. This opportunity is an exciting intersection between product management, software development, and data science for education. As a product management intern, you are expected to help define the direction and drive substantial impact on our open source products and tools, which may be used by institutions across the country.

Responsibilities
- Define the vision and roadmap for infrastructural and software products
- Balance stakeholders’ and customers’ requirements to identify and prioritize goals
- Manage the development teams’ momentum and new feature pipeline
- Demonstrate product benefits to internal and external stakeholders

Position Details
- This position is paid
- 8-10 hours weekly commitment during the semester

Qualifications
- Interested in data science and growing data science education (inter)nationally
- Strong communication skills and strong technical skills to be able to work closely with the development team
- Driven with a growth mindset
- Great attention to detail

Bonuses
- Prior experience in product/program management
- Prior experience working in open source projects
- Experience in facilitating a data science course, project, research, etc.
- Have taken or are currently taking Data Science courses offered at UC Berkeley, including but not limited to Data 8, Data 100, Data 102, etc.

Apply here. If you have any questions about the application, please email ds-teams@berkeley.edu.